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INTRODUCTION

A Night of Art Film and Ultraperception

Clayton Patterson
Chaos Theory Spinning in a Kabal of Creative
Energy...transforming art into infinity…

One of my goals for the
Harry Smith & Angel
Orensanz
combination
show is to have M. Henry
Jones channel the ghost
of Harry, adding in all of
the projected elements
of Harry’s work.   This
combined with Angel’s
incredible sense of sculptural spacology,  which he
uses to fill the void, the
ceiling, the walls and the ground with elements like
linear lengths of cloth and Mylar, and smoke, that
all work together to create an illusion of both a set
design and a suspended environmental sculpture.
The sound barrier crossed by Free Simon and his
magical music would all work as one.   One flowing stream of consciousness would integrate the
space to such a degree that all becomes balanced,
becomes as one entity, one presence.  Everything
will vibrate and operate as a single unit.  The sculptures, the space, the lighting, the sound, the films
and slides, will all be in unison to create an ethereal
plan.
For this show, I imagined the combination of my
memory of Harry Smith’s mysticism and electrical
brain energy, with his Crowley occult ideas comingled with Kabbala themes.  Combine this with
classic scientific engravings collaged together on
transparencies and used as visual metaphors, all
tuned together with the most contemporary musical people, to make a complex visual and auditory
odyssey.  Add in Jones’s interpretation of Harry’s
film ideas, conducting his orchestra of antiquated
projectors, which will illuminate Harry’s films
along rotating slides.   In addition to a diverse arrangement of magic lanterns and changing color
filters, all in unison, will be DJ Free Simon masterfully spinning beats that will follow the imagined
visual score whirling in front of him.
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The marvelous spacology of Angle’s NASA Mars
expedition, combined with the internal imagination
of Harry Smith, will make this a travel adventure,
as we share in, and absorb the full audio and visual
experience of this magical night. This mystical encounter will all come together in the main chamber
of the Orensanz Cathedral of Imagination, Mind,
and Space Travel.  This night for me will have nothing to do with politics, or the land outside of the
doors.  
In the Medieval times, entering the church was a
grand scale experience.  The paintings to be read
by the illiterate, the perfumed incense smoke,
the light coming through the leaded stained-glass
windows, the music, and the Latin which few
understood, created an atmosphere of heaven on
earth.  The objective for combining Angel, Smith
and Jones is to take the viewer on a journey though
space and time without the use of drugs, only by
imagination.   We hope to create an alternative
sense of body, mind, time, and presence, where we
can experience what it’s like to be a child again,
with the mind free to wander.   This will create a
Temporary Autonomous Zone opening doors of
perception and stimulating the imagination.  All of
this will be done in the Orensanz Cathedral with
lit up stars on the vaulted sky blue ceiling and
permanent sculptures on the stage.  The alter will
be given life with theatrical lighting, while Angel’s
environmental spacology sculptures fly through
the atmosphere around Mars.   M. Henry Jones
will be running the projectors with Harry’s phtasmigoric images illuminated on the 17 foot screen,
accompanied by music, courtesy of Free Simon.
Instead of spaceships, it will seem like NASA
conceived art ships, and this collaborative space
odyssey will make one think that they are floating
around Mars.   The lighter discs of Angel’s suspended sculpture will work as screens to pick up
parts of the film.  The Mylar will reflect off to land
somewhere else, and some of the distorted images, will stay on the sculpture to become a screen.  
The lengths of Mylar traveling through space will
seem like rivers running through thee cosmos and
streams of water running on the ground.
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I have been fortunate to get the writers for this
catalogue who can give us real insight into Angel
and Harry.  I was most pleased when Harry’s old
friends and fellow travelers in life, octogenarian
Lionel Ziprin and Dr. Gross, agreed to write about
Harry.  
Lionel, who is a prolific poet/writer, always wanted
to remain anonymous.  Among his past accomplishments, Lionel operated Ink Weed Arts, a greeting
card company, where Harry worked for him for
seven years.   They both shared an interested
in mystical things.   Lionel read and understood
Crowley, but was not inspired by him.  Harry was
a Bishop in the O.T.O.  Harry, as a work for hire,
created his famed Tree of Life, which became the
cover illustration of American Magus, A Modern
Alchemist, edited by Paola Igliori. Lionel was a
teacher and a facilitator of Harry, who turned
three years of recordings into records of Lionel’s
Orthodox grandfather, Rabbi Naftali Zvi Margolies
Abulafia, singing ancient songs he learned as a
child in Galilee Israel.

I remember spending many hours documenting
Lionel reading stories from his unpublished books
on video. Lionel would sit on one side of a large, 8
foot by 4 foot, dining room table, as he would be
chain smoking some Reynolds brand cigarettes.  I
sat across from him recording with my hand help
1/2 inch Panasonic AG 155 video camera.  
When we did the Book of Logic, which took ten
two hours sessions, it was like going into a trance.
Lionel would read and I, with my hand held camera, would shoot around the room.  I would land on
a stamp and he would momentarily, a few seconds
later read about a letter.
Another writer, Dr. Gross, a psychiatrist and fellow
traveler of the Beats poets, Ginsberg, Corso, and
crew, as well as, friend of Lionel Ziprin, who is not
a Beat, and Dr. Gross,  would mentally be able, for
periods of time, to put up with Harry as a house
guest.  Through the art dealer, Gertrude Stein, Dr.
Gross came in contact with Boris Lurie.  A fellow
artist/friend compatriot of mine, Boris is the theoretician, life force behind No! art.  I am an associate
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of No! art, as well as a huge supporter of Boris, and
have exhibited his works in my gallery.
In seeking out writers on Harry, my challenge was
met with excitement and luck. Paul Miller, aka DJ
Spooky, had much experience collaborating with
Henry doing these Smith interpretations. I had
twice heard DJ Spooky translate into music Harry’s
moving images.   When Paola Igliori, was releasing
her book, American Magus, Harry Smith A Modern
Alchemist, she had a release party with DJ Spooky
and M. Henry Jones, translating Harry Smith at
the Ukrainian Hall on 2nd Ave. & 8th street in the
L.E.S.  The second DJ Spooky performance I witnessed was M. Henry Jones’ Smith interpretation
at the Clemente Soto Velez art space, which was
so incredibly over crowed, that the fire department
showed up.  However, the show went on and was
great.  Paul, author of “Rhythm Science?” published
by MIT Press, was also complementary when he
was asked to write about Harry Smith, whom he
considers one of his icons.
Harry always wanted the films to be shown with
some kind of contemporary musical twist, characteristic of the period.  DJ Free Simon is from a
younger generation who are just now starting to
define where the culture should be going.   Simon
works with a crew of people who are on the leading aesthetic edge in music, fashion, and art, and
agreed to DJ.  Since Simon is aware of Harry and
familiar with M. Henry Jones, he felt he could work
this delicate balance between the three different
artists, my curating, and the space.   
The mixture of all the diverse talents within the
show will create a possibility of a real sound, light,
art, and music explosion,  We could break the traditional barriers of the frontal viewing of movies, and
move into a total environment.  Smash the classical
framework.  Move outside of the political struggle
for one night to give our minds a break.  Go into
deep space and float around the universe for an
evening.  
It took me a while to come around to what Angel
was doing.   The industrial looking painted metal
sculptures guarding the outside of the building and
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the cut out shapes, with all the slag left on looked
unfinished.   Almost Cézanne like.   Too abstract
even.  His drawings were intriguing, but they often
seemed obsessed by a couple of repeated haunted
images. One was a troubled disturbed face, carrying an expression of revulsion, like he was a
memory or a spirit that had just returned from
some major horror.  It reminded me of a ghost that
has tragedy etched into his face.  Another repeated
drawing was a group of twisted distorted figures,
almost stick like, that looked like they were dancing
around a fire over a mass grave.  It brings to mind
something out of Lord of the Flies, or primitives
dancing and getting ready for war.   All the dancing figures would be tied together with continuous
madly swirling lines, all held tight in conformity.  
Side by side, as a unit, no one could ever escape
this encompassing line corral.  The group images
would always be joined by a continuous line.  Angel
would sometimes draw these crudely distorted
figures in clay, or expressionistic hand sculpted
figures which looked like spirits of the dead raising
from the ashes.  Torment and pain would
be personified, with a few angels.   What
could these works be about?  
Then I learned that Angel was on a world
peace mission and an anti-war campaign.  
With a bus and a few friends, he would
travel and bring art to places of extreme
suffering, like Croatian and Chechnya.  
Then he would travel to the UN in Bern,
Switzerland, and Brussels at the NATO
headquarters. In these places, Angel
would set create art that would make
people think.   He would set up a crude
plastic tent.  People would come around,
curious, and ask, “What is this?”   It is a
tent.  But it has no real structure.  It cannot be held up.  The sides are open.  You
are exposed to the elements and have no
privacy.  It is clear that this is no shelter,
no home, or protection.   This is war destroying everything you have.  You have
nothing.  This is insane.
Angel would also travel with this large,
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round, innocent looking, clear plastic air filled
sphere.   It’s a bubble that breaks barriers and is
symbolic.  It represents the fragile, the vulnerable,
and the weak.   A perfectly round sphere is the
only shape where only a small portion of its total
surface actually rests on the ground.   No matter
how large the sphere, it takes up very little space
on the earth’s surface.  Angel’s round plastic ball is
large enough for him to fit inside.  It is non-threatening, entertains, and can be used as a fun object.  
It can playfully be interjected into some normally
conservative social environments.   Children love
it.  And like a number of Angel’s art works, it is a
Trojan Horse.   This sphere represents the globe,
the earth, the universe.  This is what is being destroyed.  The fires from the first Gulf War left soot
in the mountains of India.   Chernobyl left dusted
radiation poison all across Scandinavia and Eastern
Europe.   Angel’s work is cerebral and subtle.   It
takes time to get what he says.   He is skeptical.  
His work is also courageous.  Sometimes with war
protests, especially if one is a visitor in a foreign
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land, it is better to leave thoughts and ideas that
take time to reconcile.
What really hit me about Angel’s work was his
NASA space lab and the Mars show.   This was
because I could see the work in full bloom. I often
visit Al.  He is one of the most interesting people
in our community.  Always busy.  Always involved
in something important.   When Angel is in New
York, he is always working, making art.  This new
work was some kind of immense break through.  
He was still the same artist, but now using a totally
different approach of jumping to another part of the
brain and psyche.
In NASA, Angel used chairs piled in a heap to make
lunar moon vehicles look totally authentic.   Then
he suspended cloth and pieces of Styrofoam in the
air, combined with the smoke, flying manikins, wild
bright colors, and rotating discs.   I was hooked.  
Angel’s work often has a stage set design quality.  
This time he went way beyond set design.   This
was fantastic.  
What I appreciate in Angel’s work is his avalibism,
in his ability to use whatever is available in the
environment or the landscape and make art out of
it.   Angel is abstract and theatrical.   He will take
pieces of Styrofoam insulation, twigs off the street,
chairs, and even yards of fabric to create an illusion
of Mars like vehicles or material floating in space.
This period is a major change for Angel.   These
works are highly colorful and more playful.  They
are joyous, appearing less serious, although the
message is a hard warning of our burning universe.  
His earlier works were more muted in tone, earthy,
depressed, low key, gritty, and less extravagant.   
I never understood at the time after 9/11 that NASA
was a political statement about how we can go to
Mars, but now it is almost impossible to travel on
earth. Stuck in Newark, trying to get to Boston,
Angel came up with this idea for the NASA exhibition.  I saw this sculptural installation as something
else. I was completely swept up in the environment
which took over and complemented the whole
cathedral space.  
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Designed and built in 1849, the neo-gothic Angel
Orensanz Foundation synagogue has always been
a place and space of radical thinking.  The original
German congregation, coming to America, veered
a section of Orthodox Judaism onto a path that
even Moses could not have perceived.  These new
immigrants participated in the birth of Reform
Judaism.   There were no more morning services,
music was introduced, and the men mixed with the
women.   Although many of the significant rituals
were adhered to, most of the everyday laws were
buried.   Imagine the first Reform movement with
the first breakaway philosopher, Jesus Christ,
which led to Christianity.  Then almost 2000 years
later, a new path was forged.   Reform Judaism in
America worked well in this new land of milk and
honey.  A number of these radicals were well educated and prosperous.   When writing new sets of
religious rules and laws, another major crossing
took place.  The Berlin Architect, Alexander Seltzer,
used a Colon cathedral designed in the Romantic
period to create a new modern temple called Anshei
Chesed (People of Kindness).  Although similar in
feeling, this synagogue is much more grand than
the Kaiser’s Austrian summer theater in Bad Ischl.  
The Orensanz space is heavenly and glorious, while
remaining warm and inviting, because of the wood
and the simplicity of design.   This Reform synagogue with it voluminous cathedral like interior,
the vaulted ceiling sixty feet from floor level, and
excellent acoustics, create a charming and mothering atmosphere radically different from the German
austerity in the Lutheran churches.
The congregation, who started in this synagogue,
eventually migrated up town to form Temple
Emmanuel. By the 20th Century, the LES Reform
had moved on.  The next wave of immigrant Jews
were the Eastern European Orthodox, who called
the place Anshei Slonim (People of Slonim).   The
Orthodox changed the interior of the space by creating a second floor balcony, which separated the
women from the men.   The women were given a
bird’s eye view to watch the men, who could not see
the women.   This adjustment resulted in a newly
opened space that became perfect for what I am attempting to do.  

The space looks beautiful, but it was a long hard
struggle to get it to where it’s at today.  The third
metamorphoses of this synagogue happened
when Angel Orensanz discovered and decided
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that he must purchase this building. Angel, attracted to the Lower East Side, was looking for a
studio one day, when he came walking down the
drug infested Norfolk street.  He stumbled across
this abandoned shell, looking like a wreaked and
beached luxury liner that had sunk to the bottom
of the ocean.  There was broken glass and garbage
strewn around everywhere, with junkies’ needles
and licked clean dope bags guarding the steps.  The
windows were blocked up with cinder blocks and
totally abandoned.  The only signs of life were the
pigeons and junkies who were sharing the space.  
Angel had a vision.  He knew that he could take this
ship, remodel her, and make her sea worthy again.  
Angel’s vision became a reality.
The Angel Orensanz Foundation is still functioning
as a reform synagogue.  It is currently the oldest
surviving synagogue in New York City.   It is also
the Carnegie Hall of downtown, with a thriving fictional side that embraces, scholars, symposiums,
art, weddings, bar mitzvahs & bat mitzvahs, film
shots, and numerous other cultural events.  Some
of the people who have either made significant
cultural contributions, performed, or been involved
in an event at the Foundation, are Kofi Anon, the
head of the UN, Gerry Adams President of Sinn
Fein, all of the local elected officials, Alicia Keys,
Philip Glass, Spike Lee, Puff Daddy, the Vision
Festival, and numerous small community groups,
that have little money. When the space opens up,
Al Orensanz lets the less wealthy organizations
slide under the rope.  The running of the business
and the creative choices of the Foundation are controlled by Al Orensanz, and Maria Neri.  Both have
a tremendous amount of generosity, kindness, and
the ability to be tough as nails when determining
what is needed and necessary to keep the place
afloat.  
Al and Maria have let the generosity flow when
allowing us to use this space for this event.   The
goal is to collect and connect fascinating people in
one amazing place.  We will bring together creative
thinking people who are interested in our eclectic
team and share a desire to do something creative.  
This is an excellent opportunity for different
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fascinating people to get an insight into these different artists, as well as people were they may be
unaware of, or unfamiliar with their work.  Learn,
meet, understand, be amazed by each other, and
we can all move forward.  Use the museum part of
this Carnegie Hall of downtown.  Open your mind
and participate in new creative vistas, expanding
the boarders of performance and art.

A Night of Art Film and Ultraperception
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Clayton is a picture hunter, his game is never
banal but refined and thought-provoking.  He is  a
“fitter” able to assemble pictures by giving them a
mysterious and estranging quality.
He complicates the meaning of his works creating
innatural and broad spaces.Then a small drawing
gives the opera’s reading key.
Eventually Clayton introduces an ironic game to
break the seriousness of his work: usually either
a riddle or a syblline sentence to be solved.  This
is the language Clayton speaks.  A complete and
devoted artist who loves art and looks for armony
even in chaos.
Baldo Diodato

I started writing this peom as a protest against
police brutality - in particular - I was left permanently enraged after my friend Clayton Patterson
was nearly beaten to death by an out of control
policeman because he didn’t want Clayton video
taping a fire on Fourth St and Avenue D.  Meanwhile, Clayton was not in anyone’s way, nor had
he broken any laws and there was no excuse or
justification to treat him in this manner.  
Perhaps this policeman was angry over the videos Clayton had taken of the Tompkin’s Square
Police Riots, catching the local peace officers
behaving like criminals of the worst ilk.

Clayton è un rigattiere, anzi un cacciatore di immagini, ma mai banali, perfino colti e raffinate.
Poi è un “montatore” capace di dare a queste,
una volta assemblate ulteriore qualità straniante e
misteriosa.
E ancora per complicare la lettura agli spettatori
spazi innaturali e dilatati dove magari un piccolo
disegno quasi invisibile crea la chiave di lettura del
racconto, infine, per spaziare la seriosità del tutto
e introdurre ironia e gioco, l’aggiunta di una frase
sibillina da decifrare e interpretare.
E’ questo il linguaggio scelto da Clayton Patterson
per esprimere la sua creatività di artista personalissimo, con un amore dichiarato per l’arte, per la
bellezza e l’armonia, nel suo caos quotidiano.
Baldo Diodato

And so,  for Clayton - I dedicate this poem to each
and every ROGUE police officer who ever existed
- in this or any other lifetime.  That should cover
them all.

This was during that period when I was
angry with you for neglecting me.
I got it in my head that perhaps
you didn’t value my friendship any longer once
I quit using drugs.
And so I wrote
Clayton/Satan
just because
his is the only name in
the entire English language
that rhymes with Satan doesn’t have to
mean he’s all bad
© Anntelope

“Suck Death.”
Bite down hard on it,
Break your fucking teeth on it,
Choke on it,
As it slides down your gullet,
Into your belly,  
Then out through your blood strings,
To-every-part-of-your-existence.
And may tiny little droplets of it,
Ooze from your pores,
Making your skin,
Shine with the grease.
SUCK DEATH YOU FUCKING PIGS.
Fuhrman the vermin,
Volpe the plunger,
Michael Dowd and his sleazy crowd,
Should not be allowed,
To step on the ground.

We should construct giant toilets.
We should have public flushings.
And take that thin blue line,
Sharpen it to a fine, Point,
And then stick it where the sun don’t shine.
©1985 - ?
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“Clayton’s Lower East Side Side Show”
Why do they do it?
Call him?
Perhaps,  
Because he comes
He’s had his ears pierced by  sirens his skull
cracked by the wooden dildo of an impotent
police officer his teeth broken at off the bone,
and both of his eyes blackened,
(for seeing the truth).
Balancing on the tips of the toes of madmen,
He’s run with them past the devil,  
Just to get there before it’s too late.
Meanwhile,
Take it from me,
No one believes they too will be part of this
odd theater,
The decision only made,
During the most lonely,
Last minute hour,
When it finally occurs to them,          
They do want the tragedy documented after
all (Their own “syllable of recorded time,”
recorded).
And is he,
An emotional pawnbroker?
The jury’s still out on that one.
©2001
“No Room”
(Poem To Clayton Patterson)
Some hapless creature,
was murdered at four this morning
I heard it flash orange across the sky
as the screams echoed
over the first arch of Dawn,
and I understood,
it was already too late.
Even so,
out of respect,
I would have collected the bones,

put flowers over the eyes,
but they’d have never fit in my basket  
you remember the one
I made for my dreams,  
woven from the threads of unexplainable
beauty,
I found being neglected  
in the middle of night,
way back in the days,  
when I roamed free,
and could see in the dark,
and could live on my own blood.        
Ah, but things change, don’t they Clayton?
I need that basket myself now,
for somewhere to put the mess,  
the one I can’t clean,
since I don’t take Cocaine anymore.
why, I haven’t even dusted my old piano
not since the cat died,        
But in my defense,
it might not be unfair to ask,
“How could I take a chance  
on tossing something
she may have touched
and in this way,
made sacred?”
©April 2001
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For
nearly
Jeremiah Newton/NYC
30 years,
2/27/06
one of the  
seminal figures of the Lower
East Side and East
V illage, has been
Clayton Patterson, a
tall, energetic, mysterious,
no-nonsense figure of a man
prone to wearing a rabbis black
long coat and walking fast. He possesses a remarkable face grounded
with a devils goatee, and children in the
area say that in his veins runs electricity
for blood. There is some truth here.  After he
left the wide-open plains of Alberta, Canada, he
wiselyfound his way to Manhattan Island. As an artist, he brushed shoulders with other now-legendary
greats like Haring, Basquiat, Schnabel, while continuing
to work on his own giant sparkling and beeping sculptures
which eventually covered a good portion of his Essex Street
loft. Another creative era began with his wondrous drawings
and paintings exploring his mystical side. With his wife Elsa, he
created fanciful baseball caps embroidered with a rosary of grinning
devils, flying bats, rabid skulls, and various and sundry mystical signs,
which celebrities flocked to purchase. He is the perfect archivist for this
forever-changing land, and soon began using an early video camera and a
35mm photo lens recording his vanishing and changing community. Clayton’s
collections are made up of items that most of us would scorn an empty crack
and heroin packages with trademark names stamped on them, small labels that has
plaintive words written on them or tiny bizarre drawings drawn onto gummy labels
that people have affixed to tenements, post office boxes, etc.. These many items are
something that most of us just wouldn’t notice. However Clayton, on a mystical journey
with the discerning eye of a modern-day Bernard Berenson, finds art and artifice wherever
and whenever he walks through the streets, and his archives groan under the weight of so many
preserved dreams.So let us welcome this forever-outrageous time tripper and his art as a whole
displayed in his Outlaw Art Gallery. Remember, this is where the yellow brick road ends, and your
authentic journey may begin.
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Clayton Patterson: Art In Life, A Life in Art
David H. Katz
When Clayton Patterson arrived in New York
from western Canada, in the late 1970’s, the
Big Apple had, like the fabled bums who used
to populate a Bowery that now hosts luxury
condominiums, hit bottom. The Bronx was
ablaze or already reduced to rubble, and
large swatches of the Lower East Side were
a no man’s land, its immigrant housing stock
abandoned to decrepitude, or torched by insurance hungry landlords, its streets given over
to drugs and thugs. Mindless violence, street
crime as well as white-collar municipal corruption, was rampant. People lived behind the
much spoofed multiple locked door, blinking
through peepholes at suspected predators.
Windows, at any height, were barred to keep
the ever-persistent junkie burglar trapped in the
prison of the streets.  A thriving “security” business developed around a bizarre contraption
that consisted of a giant crowbar wedged on
an angle between two specially designed steel
plates, one end attached to the inside of your
door, the other end to an iron groove installed
in your floor.  And as if to symbolize a city spasticating out of control, buses, buildings, tunnels, even the streets, and almost every inch of
the subway system, was festooned with giddy,
grotesque spray paint graffiti, mysteriously
“tagged” in the dead of night by the dispossessed, the disillusioned, the ignored and the
scorned parishioners of the Church of Krylon.
Paradoxically, this mad, drugged, insomniac
city proved a perfect artistic environment, in a
strange way, almost a kind of perverted paradise, for Clayton Patterson. His iconoclastic personality, fringe friendly temperament, anarchistic tendencies, and outlaw ethos allowed him to
find beauty in squalor, and seize opportunities,
both practical and aesthetic, all but invisible to
the majority of the beleaguered natives.
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Patterson grew up in Calgary, in western
Canada, where he inherited a pioneer ethos of
individualism from his father, who had migrated from Saskatewan to Alberta in the 1940’s,
when western Canada was still very much a
frontier; he came in a covered wagon, moving
a herd of wild horses with a Native American
friend.  His father was a man of high moral
rectitude: “a real disciplinarian type, he also
became extremely religious, only fundamentalist Christian. I never saw my father do anything
that would be immoral or wrong.”
Poor but industrious, Patterson absorbed the
values of his father and the frontier: independence, self-reliance, practicality, loyalty, compassion for outcasts, the downtrodden and the
misunderstood, along with a strong contrarian
streak.
At an early age, as he began to observe moral
and social hypocrisy at church and in school, he
became acutely aware of a disconnect between
the way things were presented by the powers
that be, and the way things actually are: “With
the church and with the school, you had these
authorities telling you things, but they’re leading a contradictory life. And so I always used to
see that contradiction, and I always had problems in dealing with that.”
Patterson’s prairie upbringing also imbued him
with a low tolerance for bullshit, liars, corporate
phonies, thieves, pomposity, and oppression,
not to mention fascists and fools, propensities
that have periodically brought trouble his way.
He gravitated to the arts, although he discovered, during his education in 1968 at Calgary’s
Alberta College of Art, that he didn’t much
care for artists, at least socially: “I’m not part of
these people, I’m just not an art type,” although
he did meet Elsa Rensaa, who in 1972 became
his longtime companion and artistic partner.
“That was one good thing that came out of art
school,” he laughs. “The rest was bullshit.”
Switching to education, he attained a
degree and taught high school; in 1976 he and
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Elsa attended the Nova Scotia College of Art
and Design in Halifax, where they learned
printmaking, a trade that jibed with Patterson’s
working class orientation towards art and the
world.
After a trip to New York, in the late seventies,
Clayton and Elsa decided to move the city,
find work as printmakers, and pursue their
artistic endeavors.  Almost immediately, from
the flotsam and jetsam of the streets, Patterson began making sculpture: weird, brightly
painted totemic objects and ziggurat shaped
icons fashioned from street debris, to which he
attached broken furniture, shards of mirrors,
scraps of metal, abandoned toys, plastic figures
of cowboys, angels, Indians, soldiers; painted
or mutilated dolls, ticket stubs, condoms, disco
balls, nails, crutches, a mouth guard; hypodermic needles (from the junkie souk that was the
LES at that time); all the discarded so-called
crap and forlorn refuge of the shattered urban
landscape.  “They’re like shrines, to underneath
society, rather then on top of society. They
have all of these religious elements that people
worship: the singing cowboy, the angels, the
dharma; and that’s part of the Bowery in that
time as well, because you have the soup kitchens, people talking about God. And the mouth
guard, that is, teeth – I did a lot of things with
teeth and decay.  Teeth are like porcelain perfection and then they rot and decay; sort of like
the decaying society, which was also a big part
of this. The breakdown of the social system:
that’s what the Bowery represents, especially
from 79 to 83, when New York hit bottom.”
Patterson’s work attracted attention in Soho,
then the city’s artistic epicenter; he had a oneman show and his pieces wound up in several
important collections.
However, Soho represented to Patterson the
same sort of hypocritical, snobbish milieu he
had experienced growing up in the church and
in art school:
“Soho was exactly like the art school in a sense.
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In order to make it in Soho at that time you
had to be a real party person, you had to go to
Mr. Chow’s for lunch, you had to be sniffing
coke and doing dope, and you had to be sort
of socially cool, and in that world I was totally
contrarian, I couldn’t take it, It was just like art
school.  Just like church, pretentious, arrogant
people living contrary lifestyles.  They talked
about living as an artist, but it was really about
social status and a form of snobbery, and it was
all business, it wasn’t about art; it had become
all about money and glory and accoutrements:  
how you dressed, your $125 running shoes
your two thousand dollar gold chain; you go
to the Odeon at night, you’re drinking champagne, And I saw that and I thought, no this is
not for me.”
Patterson also cites aesthetic, and in a deeper
sense political, differences with the Soho art
scene. “The art world had totally separated
itself from humanity and mankind. Jackson
Pollack’s drip paintings, let’s say, starting with
that. How can you ever go into any environment, whether it be middle class or working
class or even upper class, really, if somebody
isn’t involved in the art world, and expect them
to look at that picture, and understand anything
about it unless they’ve been taught what those
aesthetics are?  So then you’re making art that
is so elite in a sense that it doesn’t relate to anybody within society. That’s what the art world
became.
So I dropped out of that whole world. We
moved over here in 1983, closed the door, went
underground, and remained underground up
until now.”
“Over here” was a storefront on Essex Street,
just below Houston on the border of the almost
morbid East Village and the more commercial
Lower East Side, still a shopper’s paradise filled
with fabric stores and discount clothing shops.
Leaving the insular, hermetically sealed, selfreflective Soho art scene, Patterson and Rensaa
began to cultivate a more socially conscious
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philosophy of art, one that put less energy into
the creation of objects for art galleries and
museums, and more into the documentation
of community life, the exposure of the flux and
flow of power and class, and inevitably, social
activism.
“The Lower East Side was the perfect environment for me. It was all outsiders, and there was
a whole reality here that wasn’t based on status,
wasn’t based on how you dressed or who you
were; it was do it yourself, if you could find a
niche to survive in that was fine, nobody cared.  
You could sleep in the nude of the window if
you liked, it really didn’t matter.”     
In 1986, he became president of the New York
Tattoo Society, (In doing so he helped change
the aesthetic sensibility of a generation, one
that now considers tattoos and piercings a rite
of passage.)  and over the years organized
major body art exhibitions, including several
shows by the famed tattoo artist Spider Webb,
Tom Paul Devita,  and photographer Charles
Gatewood.  In 1997, he became involved in a
complicated struggle to legalize tattoo parlors
in New York, which had been banned since
1961 by an obscure health regulation Patterson
considered a veiled prohibition against nonconformity and an artists right to earn a living.
By 1998 Patterson’s persistence had paid off:
after working with City Councilwoman Katherine Freed, and tattoo shop owner Wes Wood,
the NYC City Council lifted the ban on tattoo
parlors in the city of New York.  Now they flourish throughout the east village and the LES.
Shortly thereafter Clayton, along with tattoo
aficionados Steve Bonge and Butch Garcia,
help organize the NYC International Tattoo
Convention, a massive gathering of body artists
from around the world which meets yearly at
the famed Roseland Ballroom in Times Square.
In 1995, and through 2002, he helped mount
Wildstyle, a major show that brought American
tattoo and sideshow talent to Europe.
Clayton’s own contribution to NYC fashion
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are the trademark black baseball caps he and
Elsa have produced, embroidered with skull
symbols and other outré imagery, which have
shown up in GQ magazine and on the heads
of movie stars and hipsters.  “It was a business, it was independent, and it was something
Elsa and I could do ourselves. Since I didn’t
have any way to take my art and put it out into
the world, I would take my drawings and Elsa
would embroider them and I would put them on
the caps.” He also collected neighborhood artifacts and street detritus, such as his fascinating
and invaluable collection of nearly 2,000 heroin
bags, labeled with names and logos, outlaw
trademarks identifying and distinguishing the
product inside.  
Around the same time, Patterson and Rensaa began obsessively documenting the local
populace, creating a “Hall of Fame” in his Essex
Street window with his telling photo portraits
of neighborhood kids, street people, Hassids,
drag queens, long time locals, junkies and drug
dealers, who all considered it a badge of honor
to be temporarily immortalized in Clayton’s
window.
The converted warehouse at 161 Essex eventually became a gallery – The Clayton Gallery
and Outlaw Art Museum – which over the years
has exhibited an eclectic mix of fringe art, graffiti, Sicilian caps, street fashion, photographs
and artwork by figures like Charles Gatewood,
Taylor Mead, Quentin Crisp, Elsa Rensaa, Boris
Lurie, Spider Webb, Manwoman, and Baba Raul
Canizares, Cochise President to the Satan Sinner Nomads; all highly significant artists for the
most part neglected by mainstream galleries
and the gatekeepers of art criticism.
Moreover, and perhaps most significantly, Patterson has been a ubiquitous observer – and
participant – in the tumultuous social and
cultural changes the LES has seen over the part
20 years, beginning in the 1986, when he began
shooting handheld videotape of neighborhood
happenings.  Since then he, and Elsa, have
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videotaped and photographed innumerable film
and art openings, street fairs, events, parties,
political meetings, demolitions, demonstrations,
riots, drug buys, busts, fights and sundry bizarre street phenomena, creating an archive of
some 750,000 photographs and 4,000 hours of
videotape that is probably the definitive documentary history of the period.
Perhaps Patterson’s most notorious  “artwork”
is the famous three hour and thirty three minute videotape he made on August 6 and 7 1988,
of a police riot in Thompkins Square Park,
footage of which has been seen, but not always
credited, on CNN, ABC, NBC, CBS, and PBS.  
The riot, sparked by plans to impose a curfew
designed to rid the park of drug dealers, street
people and the homeless, marked a turning
point in the history of the NYPD, and in the
history of the East Village and the Lower East
Side. The tape proved instrumental in changing
the structure of the NYPD. “It showed people
that the NYPD at that time was very corrupt,
had major problems, and the hierarchy was not
in control, and that it was an anarchist organization; and my tape proved that.  And that was
perfect for me, because to look at the whole
justice world, where’s there is this concept that
the police are the protectors of the law, the
dispensers of justice, that they represent morality and ethics; well, it was just like being back at
the church and art school.  There’s a total contradiction there, and that’s what I saw with that
tape: these guys were out of control, they’re
beating people up arbitrarily, they beating them
down, they leave them on the streets. It was
contrary to everything you had been taught
that law and order was all about.”
The tape, and the 17 years of court
cases and controversy that followed, began a
decade long period of neighborhood activism
in which Patterson, a critic of unthinking and
relentless gentrification, waged innumerable
struggles with and on behalf of working class
people against corrupt politicians, bribed com-
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munity boards and wealthy real estate interests
seeking to turn the LES into an urban mall of
luxury condominiums, hotels, faux French
bistros, Duane Reids, chain clothing stores and
Starbucks.  He has campaigned to stop squatter evictions, and save community gardens, as
well as historic East Village buildings, such as
Charas Community Center on 9th Street, and
most recently, St, Brigid’s, a Roman Catholic
Church built on Avenue A, from outright demolition, or conversion to the Almighty God
of Luxury Housing.  “You know, we go after
the Taliban for blowing up those Buddhas in
Afghanistan; they’re thousands of years old as
a culture. We’re much younger, and for this
neighborhood that church, built in 1848, is a
monument to that time, and they want to tear
it down.  It should be a landmark, but they’re
tearing it down. And that church represents the
Irish Catholics that came out of the famine, and
so once again there’s a contradiction between
what’s supposed to be right and what is right.”
But throughout the photography, the
documentation, the court cases and the controversy, Patterson has continuously made art, art
that now fills up his warehouse gallery/home/
headquarters on Essex Street. “I started off
with these really large sculptures and eventually they got smaller and smaller and smaller, until I was making little boxes, and after a while I
had so many of these little boxes, that I couldn’t
deal with the little boxes anymore.  And then I
got into taking these photographs, which were
4 x 5, and after years I ended up with boxes and
boxes of those.  And then I got into collage; I
made a lot of collage for a while, and made a lot
of watercolors. And books. I always look at art
as life and life is art, and everything I do is art. I
look at it as a continuum in everything I do.”
For Patterson, life, as lived in the streets
of New York, and art, as practiced in the studio,
are not separate pursuits. Be it sculpture or
video, painting or photography, like a city and
its people, they are one and the same.
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CHILDHOOD MEMORIES AND JUNG’S
ARCHETYPES IN THE SIGILS OF
CLAYTON PATTERSON
BABA RAUL CANIZARES
Jungian archetypes are indigenous to each individual, as well as universal (i.e. applicable to all).
They are also individually treated within each of
us. Thus commonality and distinctiveness make
up the confluence of factors which makes Clayton
Patterson’s highly individualistic Sigils significant beyond the individual artist and available for
magical use by us all.
Clayton’s sigils are like frequent visitations to the
memories of his own childhood. They carry a
raw energy associated with the first time engagement with ideas, images and the environment as
a whole, which is sought by the artist, and which
also supports the notion of our self-creativity within the experimental moment of self-becoming.
Clayton’s sigils bear out the Jungian characterization of the child as a latent force able to serve in a
compensatory or corrective fashion (i.e., we can
use his sigils to better our lives).
Clayton’s child-evoking sigils are NOT regressions to an earlier stage, but should be viewed as
an emergence into a state of present originality. It
is this that prioritises the creativity one would see
in comparing Clayton’s sigils to Jungian archetypes. Clayton’s Child-Evoking sigils remind me
of Martin Bruber’s following statements:
He has stepped out of the glowing darkness of
chaos into the cool light of creation. But he does
not possess it yet; he must first draw it truly out,
he must make it into a reality for himself, he must
find for himself his own world by seeing and hearing and touching and shaping it. Creation reveals,
in meeting, its essential nature as form. It does
not spill itself into expectant senses, but rises up
to meet the grasping senses.
I must stress that we must view “the child” as
a corrective to the adult state, and “the child”
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therefore exists at both ends of the psychological
spectrum. In this context, we treat the nature of
the archetype as a mode of perceptual realization
which is available for immediate constructive
inclusion in the self-determined act of (creative)
being. This overcomes the problematic requirement of saying that we need to have been a specific child in order to enjoy the Child archetype.
Clayton has been offering his sigils for decades,
yet their tremendous psychological power has not
been explored so far. Our application of the Child
archetype to Clayton’s sigilistic ouvre represents
an interesting, and a previously much under-regarded understanding of his artistic drive.
It is also the case that . The explicit strength of
our argument becomes clear when we remember
that it has been said that the nature of the child’s
Being is “immediate, instinctive and primary”.
This strongly existential bias is central to Clayton’s attempts to engage utterly with his environment, and to explore and create something new
out of the experience. One can witness this in his
insistent use of such simple shapes as THE CIRCLE, THE SERPENT, THE CRESCENT MOON,
etc. A French philosopher once said: “Childhood
haunts the adult universe as a subtle and deadly
presence”. This is not only true of real children
but also of the archetype. The confusion between
the archetype child and the historical child is
brought out by Clayton’s haunting sigils. And the
point is presumably to do with the tension existing between child and adult modes of experience;
the considered, rationalist structures of the latter
finding little or no purchase on the imaginative,
creative and free-flowing world of the former. The
psychological axe is sharpened by the (adult)
knowledge that the child will come to rule the
future. The ontological axe should, however, be
blunted by the equal adult knowledge that in ruling the future the child will be not: it is in an adult
mode that the former child will rule.

The question resolves to one of the authenticity
of experience As adults we are frequently inauthentic in our self-dealings; and we adopt masks
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and modes of convenience which we erroneously
call identity. It is the role of the Child to remind
us of the need to ‘be’ authentically, and it is in
drawing our attention to this in the context of
Clayton’s sigils that we make a significant contribution. for him the notion of identity is linked
to a sensation of the authentic which the Child
represents and facilitates. In other words, for
Clayton, authenticity can be said to be, firstly, immediacy, availability, vulnerability to the sensual
experience of the moment. Secondly, an openness
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to the possibility of any physical or psychological
gesture which emanates from the moment. And
Third a willingness to participate in ‘Other’ seductive narratives or what we might call organic
forms which lie outside the notion of binary logic.
It is at this meta-existential level that Clayton’s
sigils must be studied, understood, and applied.
Then and only then can their true intrinsic power
be gauged.
“all that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that
good men do nothing.” Edmund Burke

Photo: An ellegua made
by Baba Raul Canizares
Examples of sigils
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IN THE VALLEY OF THE DEAD: THIRTY
YEARS OF CLAYTON IN THE LOWER
EAST SIDE.
Al Orensanz, Ph. D. Sociology
New York, September 5, 2006.
    
This Clayton Patterson retrospective marks a
milestone in his body of art work production,
and in the life of the Lower East Side of Manhattan.  The last thirty years marks the beginning and the end of the most traumatic period
of Lower Manhattan, and Clayton Patterson
has lived throughout this large period both as
an observer and a participant, as an instigator
and survivor, activist and a documentarian.
The exhibits gathered for this retrospective cast an overall feeling of remnants and
memorials.  In the late seventies the Lower
East Side emerged as the cemetery of urban
America.  Poverty, drugs, homelessness, the
years of Howl. Three museum exhibitions
during the last ten years presented this sinking yet culturally fertile territory . “The Beat
Generation” at  The Whitney Museum, Dan
Cameron’s “The East Village, USA” at the  
New Museum, and the Carlo McCormick’s
show at the Grey Art Gallery in Washington
Square.
Like the discoverers of the Valley of the Dead
in Egypt, Clayton and Elsa Rensaa, his partner, moved to the Lower East Side to document and influence the course of events.  In
both archeology and in social communication
there is no such thing as pure observation.  
Clayton and Elsa choose first the visual arts
and then photography and video but not to
distance themselves but to intervene with the
subject matter around them.
The world of Clayton consists of three mayor
chambers: (a) the sculptures and paintings,
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(b) the photographs and (c) the videos. Clayton’s production is a chamber pyramid that
clamors to be presented in three consecutive
shows.  His early work is the focus of the
current exhibition.  Clayton sees his sculptural containers as loner’s  wagons or settler’s
trunks filled by disparate, hustled contents,
always detached and in motion.
Clayton stuffs them with stories, narratives,
shreds of fragmentary and disconnected
lives.  The  Pictures.   Clayton has assembled
tens of thousands of photographs about
practically every event, situation and group or
individual in the neighborhood.  One of the
most creative of his many series is a large collection of photos taken within the frame of his
storefront on Essex Street.  Dozens and dozens of young kids and some adults posed in
front of his graffittied street doorway over the
course of several years.  Who are they and
what are they looking at?  They seem to be
departing from something or ready to plunge
into something momentous.  Maybe it is into
a mature age or maybe they  are departing to
a life of lawlessness.  They do not yet know
where they are going.  
The videos
Clayton’s videos are a world of their own; a
world that is asymmetrical to the world of the
artist.  Patterson’s videos cover episodes in
the life of the city such as the 1988 police riot,
the break up of the gardens movement, the
revaluation of City owned lots, the demise of
the 8th Street Shul, the epic struggle for PS
64 and thousands of moments of street events
and developments such as fires, arrests,
street fights, community meetings, openings,
visit by celebrities as well as  hundreds of
anonymous situations.
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The sculptural cases
Clayton’s cases remind you of the roman sarcophagi filled with stories and subtexts.  The
visitor can totally miss their sense and purpose, unless that visitor is a frequent watcher
of the History Channel or the  Discovery
Channel.  Clayton sees these cases and his
bas reliefs or paintings as entities endowed
with power.
Clayton has recently written “Life is also
about death and, if we are lucky, the life of
who we are is left behind.  The left behind
part can be the greatest life.  That is a truly
creative act. Art is also magic.
Although I have up to now, rarely gotten
into this publicly as it is a topic that really
confuses people.  I understand Lionel’s need
for avoidance of the public eye.”  He is referring to Lionel Ziprin, the grandson of Rabbi
Naftali Zvi Margolis Abulafia.  Lionel is an
Orthodox religious Jew, now in his 80’s and
in poor health.  Lionel’s grandfather, Naftali
was an important person in the creation of
the House of  the Sages on East Broadway in
Lower Manhattan where Lionel studied for
many years.  Through his grandfather, Lionel
Ziprin has brought forward, to today, strands
of knowledge and alternative wisdom that
comes from the depth of medieval kabala and
Sephardic illuminist traditions with strong oriental content.  Clayton has been exposed to
those traditions through the works of Ziprin,  
who expounds on the Sephar Razil, an ancient, occultist book that depicts the meaning
and deeds of Razil, who was the protecting angel for Adam and Eve and mankind after the
expulsion from Paradise.
The influence of Ziprin is vast and deep.  His
books are private papers never to be material
for public view or understanding.  Ziprin was  
considered, by many, to be one of the greatest
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LES poets of the Beat period but he made a
very conscious decision not to be public.  He
was influential to a number of people.  Bob
Dylan and Harry Smith are just two examples.  Certainly Ginsberg was very aware of
Lionel, and so is Ira Cohen.
Another angle of Clayton Patterson’s esoteric universe comes through Baba Raul
Canizares, who practiced Santeria.  Clayton
was interested in Baba’s Elleguas that were
sculptural forms used as guardians or connectors to the spiritual world.  “Once one fills the
inside with the necessary ingredients they
are then charged and used in ceremonies and
daily life.  I was working on a magic system
with Raul who had written many books.  I
created ideas and images and he was doing
the writings.”  Baba was unique in that since
childhood he was a disciple in the Santeria
world, but he was also educated in religion
and knew a lot about Judaism, Catholicism
and Christianity, and was also familiar with
Aleister Crowley, and different forms of
magic.
The third and last angle of Clayton’s internal vision comes from his origins and background in Western Canada which at the time
of his youth was based on a frontier culture.  
European art tradition, unrelated to the
worldview of rugged survivors in the immensity of nature was an alien concept that comes
into his experience much later on  his college
years.
In the magic and the esoteric we usually find
ourselves mixing disparate elements to obtain
a third, surprising one.  Clayton has all his
life worked the art of the interconnection, of
putting together people of different pursuits
and to make them come up with unexpected
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synergies and common objectives.
That alchemist approach to human relationships has put Clayton Patterson into situations  incongruous and delirious that cross
over the line of the ordinary and extraordinary.
Clayton likes to mention two extreme situation in his life.  One of them takes place in
the labyrinths of the Federal court building in
Lower Manhattan, the other one in the corridors of the Vatican.  In both cases, Patterson
is transporting a mission between artistic
and esoteric. Those interventions are part
performance, part folk diplomacy and part
thriller.  Of such matter are made up films
like The Omen.  In the first instance, Clayton
presents to a Federal Judge in Lower Manhattan, written and visual documentation about
a possible attack on NYC, before 9/11, that
makes the Court order the total destruction
of all and any existing copies of such motion.  
The second case has Clayton entering the unreachable, locked up chambers of the Vatican
archives to meet a priest with direct access to
the pope who personally delivered a text from
Lionel Ziprin about the Angel Razil to him.  
The only thing missing in those two episodes
are the lightening and the thunder that all
the version of The Omen come accompanied
with.  In the first one. Clayton gains access
to the Federal Court with the help of a Hasid
from Williamsburg; in Rome Clayton gains
entry with the help of a Roman dentist.
“ Making connections is an artistic act.  Sadly
most people have no comprehension of the
process as people are watching their target
and they miss the process.  And the connections that I make are almost never about me
– and then what happens after the connection
is made, the lights turn on and I am left in the
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dark.  The greatest people whose work I have
in my protection understood this process and
have been very appreciative of my work.”
This lengthy background could be extremely
necessary and even indispensable to come
close to the boxes or vitrines in the Patterson exhibition in his gallery on Essex Street.  
Clayton calls them his reliquaries that should
be approached from a non Western art
canon, but should be considered as reliquaries.  They all contain elements of the lives of
people who died anonymously, violently and
lonely in the streets of the Lower East Side.  It
can be a tooth, a clutch, a ring, hair, a medical
prescription, a denture, an empty bottle….
“There is a great chance that all I do will be
lost.  As you can see my art is very visible
and easy to get to, but what the art is about is
something that almost no one understands.  
There is really more than just the visual side
to the art.  And I look like and have the mannerisms of such a lumpenproletarian type,
which is my background, that people will not
see the other side anyway.  And so it goes.  
The essence and the difficulty of the darkness… and the beauty of darkness.”
   
Elsa Rensaa, Clayton’s partner, is an integral
part of this outpouring of decades of art and
experimentation. Her father came from a
small fishing village in the north of Norway
above the arctic circle. Their history in this
small fishing village goes back hundreds of
years, although they were not Christianized
they did know of universities and other complex cultural institutions.  Her father came
to Canada as a youngish man and studied
engineering in university at the same time
as Marshall McLuhan.  He graduated and
developed a method for joining sections of
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pre-cast concrete and was awarded a national
engineering gold medal.  Elsa’s stepmother
who attended university in America was from
a wealthy shipping family in Norway who lost
their fortune during World War II.  Elsa’s specialty is photography, printing and video.  
The Claytons arrived in Lower Manhattan
almost thirty years ago from a distant land to
excavate, reinvent and  disturb the poisonous
quiet of the Lower East Side.  This valley is
filled with memories, relicts  and carcasses.  
That is the time of the sunset of the Yiddish
culture, the departure of tens of thousands of
Italians, Irish and Eastern Europeans ethnics.  
Those are the times when thousands of buildings crumble, burn and are reduced to dust.  
But it is right here where the Beat Generation
is born ad where the counterculture will raise
for the entire nation and the world.  
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Presently, outside of the gallery, tourists and
visitors pass and crisscross from the over developed corridor of Allen and Orchard Streets
to the eastern, gritty reaches of Attorney and
Ridge Street. There are not more bones or
remains to collect. Every square foot of space
now is measured in gold and is the target of
world corporations. From being the oldest
urban graveyard of cultural change in America, the Lower East Side is being turned into
a reserve for the elites and the high mobile.  
When all the tenements have been turned
into high rises and the night turned into a
colorful neon canopy, some travelers from
afar will dig and find the Clayton’s treasures.  
A glass pavilion will be built with four departments for permanent exhibition: the sculpture
and painting, the photography, the videos,
and the documents and books.
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Inside the Synagogue is Mars.
Inside Mars Is Your Apartment.
A poem for the opening of Angel Orensanz’s
installation, “Flying NASA Lab,” 1/15/04
©Bob Holman
You land on Mars and you’re never coming
back.  It looks like Earth because you come
from Earth Hello Mars, this is Flying NASA’s
Lab Report from Rover Spirit beaming pictures and pride explosions. You land you are
free but it’s not land you land on
It’s chutzpah art, enriched detritus, covered
in penguin dust It’s Chinese Yiddish. No, Yiddish Chinese. And It of course is Not It, but
A Red Carpet to the Stars, a Panoply Canopy
of Sky Snowing Plaster Memory
It, meanwhile, is just chilling, circling in space
ballet a woman, man, manikin in a spacesuit
bikini recycle Mars trash art. I live in New
York, Mars, My kinda planet. The fire extinguisher hisses Chemical temple soup. The
ladder Raises an eyebrow to the sun. Look
down, there’s everything! Everything is what
Mars is, and it looks exactly Like your apartment! A synapse leaps here, goodbye Poem to
reader, hello! Send me a postcard From Mars,
sign it Angel. Drift wood drifts by.
Hollywood leftovers – Movieland Caterers’
lonely folding chairs now a mountain On the
plains of Mars, as Martian ants Parade balance tightrope strings Weaving the whole
thing together.
Big Iron snowshoes. Luckily it snowed. A crater rocked over, that is our mission. We call it
the Lower East Side, twelve Candles in a row.
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The melt is on!
Inside the artists’s mind, his Hair! No! Hair
goes on outside, drifting over Angel’s forehead reflected in a black disk That rescues
the symmetry of light.
What the hell is that poet doing? What
Is he talking about? What’s the meaning
Of meaning? What’s the purpose Of purpose?
What’s the use. Can I use it? It feels so good
To refuse it. Refuse to be burnt out. Refuse to
interpret. Refuse to move.
Refuse to refuse. Refuse to shut up. Inside
the synagogue is  Mars. Inside Mars is your
apartment. And behind the door, an old
woman Is waving you in. Come in, she says.
Please.
The trip to Mars is but a jaunt, a passagiata.
Walk in art, walk in artist’s mind. Walk In
poem. Walk in the synagogue of your apartment. Strolling past Mars, you keep going.
Goodbye, you wave. Goodbye, which means
Hello.
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Ideas of the Skies
By Cynthia Carr
Each Angel Orensanz work is a chronicle of
struggle and entropy. So it’s only fitting that I
go in circles to evoke it. These things can’t be
described directly. Look at In NASA’s Lab. Banners and branches and a big bunch of chairs?
No, that tells you nothing. It’s a giant abstract
painting that burst open, disgorged its color
and line, then began to molt. That gets closer,
though it’s just a starting point.
Abstraction is an artist’s attempt to express the inchoate. Abstraction has content,
but does not emanate from the ``word’’ part
of the brain. It bubbles up from some deeper
murkier mess. The only way to get there, with
words, is to write poetry. Poets see the emanations around a thing. They also find bumps
and fissures in its surface. Theirs is a magic
equivalent to the painter’s.
I’m just a journalist. Hath not the advantage.
Still, I’d already written part of this meditation
when I got a copy of Bob Holman’s poem about
NASA Lab: ``Inside the Synagogue is Mars.
Inside Mars Is Your Apartment,’’ and I found
that I’d duplicated one of his lines: ``What’s the
meaning of `meaning’?’’
So I started over. Yet that is the question. Art can have meaning that the critics—
even the artist—can’t articulate.
I’m reminded of what I heard while walking
in Central Park among Christo’s ``Gates,’’ a
work that drew a huge non-art audience. One
middle-aged man scampered up a little incline
as I was passing by, looking every which way
at the saffron parade, exclaiming with joy: ``I
don’t know what it means, but I love it!’’ We
were all there in the park to be our own choreographers, to see the piece changing as we
moved, to dance with it and create our mean-
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ings. That’s the way of it with installations.
Of course, Orensanz’s work is much more
complex than Christo’s. But again, just for
comparison—ambience counts. For ``The
Gates,’’ we had the park’s bare trees, the February weather, and the curve of each path
determining the look of the piece. Orensanz
exhibits in the once-abandoned Norfolk Street
synagogue that bears his name. Built in 1850
for a congregation of German Jews, this gothic
structure had become a shooting gallery by
the late 1980s when Angel and his brother Al
rescued and rehabbed it. The space is special,
as if the very bricks radiated the spiritual highs
and lows they’ve been witness to, from exaltation to depravity. The feeling, thus the meaning, of Orensanz’s work would change among
the white cubes of Chelsea.
The artist’s new show at the Orensanz Foundation combines two pieces—In Nasa’s Lab
(2004) at floor level, then Burning Universe
(2003) suspended in mid-air—with the rarely
screened abstract films of an artistic soulmate,
Harry Smith, running both inside the installation and along one wall. This portends alchemy, or at least psychedelia.
Back to In NASA’s Lab. What eccentric scientist works here, so far from the antiseptic
white-coated realms of real lab work? Perhaps
this is chaos as a cosmic joke. Perhaps a constellation fell to the ground and has been collected here for further study. Or, perhaps we
are simply to understand that the galaxy is in
deep trouble.
Banners avalanche from the balcony or run
along the floor, painted as if with a calligrapher’s broad brush. Candles burn amid smoke
and red light. Oval shapes smile from strips of
styrofoam, while in the air hang – so it seems
– small space ships (golden, with tiny lights).
Then there’s (apparently) the lunar module—
this thicket of folding chairs. Supple wood slats
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bend through the chairs, with here and there a
branch. Canted this way and that, some folded,
the chairs are spiky now and stripped of their
``chairness.’’ Once merely functional, they
have entered the abstract world.
In Burning Universe, baby birch trees hang
from the rafters, as do mannequins. These figures are naked but for their shoes, with faces
covered by a sort of scarf that flows behind
them cape-like. Two very large plastic spheres
nestle high amid the trees. Like a nomad moving to new land, the art adapts and changes
each time it’s installed. In one video document, the mannequins end up on the ground,
as body parts, with the artist scattering flowers
and leaves on them. The figures have found a
graveyard.
The affinities with filmmaker Harry Smith are
obvious. As Smith (1923-1991) once described
a bit of his Heaven and Earth Magic, one of the
features to be screened at Orensanz: the film
would end with a cat fight lit by candles, then
Noah’s Ark, then a Raising of the Dead. ``Then
everyone gets thrown in a teacup, which is
made out of a head, and stirred up.’’ Smith
wanted to project the film through masking
slides to change the shape of the screen so
the images might look egg-shaped, or watermelon-shaped. Ideally spectators would sit in
chairs shaped like eggs or watermelons and
change the colors on the screen through their
movements. *
That seating arrangement will be built as soon
as artists take over the world. But the fantasy
is a good example of synaesthesia, ``a joining together of sensations that are normally
experienced separately.’’** People would see
sounds, hear colors, or in this case, dance a
color.
While Orensanz’ pieces like Earth Face and
Fire Valley have an austere beauty, many of
his installations hint at synaesthesia (which is
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not the same as sensory overload). Many of
the installations are like paintings you walk
into, where you experience ``the simultaneous
perception of harmonic opposites’’—or synaesthesia as defined by Gene Youngblood in
Expanded Cinema, a book dating admittedly
from the age of intermedia and cybernetics.
Yet these subjects are not ``dated.’’ They are
concepts never completely realized.
In Orensanz’s work, there’s always some tension between nature and artifice. Nature comes
inside. (Trees, for example. And representations of trees.) And the artist moves outside
to create interventions in the natural world.
Recently he had a farmer plow the image of
Don Quixote into a kilometer of land south
of Madrid where the character roamed in the
novel. He also directed mountaineers in painting (with pigment made from local plants) a
rockface in the Pyrenees. What he’s created
outdoors with his own hand are pieces he can’t
control: abstract paintings on snow, colorful
plastic discs released into bodies of water or
placed in trees.
What these pieces share with the installations,
of course, is their impermanence.
In   the best-known of these interventions,
Orensanz pushes a large sphere (taller than
he is) around some city setting. He’s done this
all over the world. The sphere functions as a
kind of leitmotif in the installations. Outdoors,
he sometimes paints it. He sometimes gets inside it. Sometimes it slouches. Sometimes it
bounces. It’s a large transparent container of
meaning.  It only looks empty.
* The Harry Smith quotation and information
comes from P. Adams Sitney, Visionary Film:
The American Avant-Garde, 1943-1978, Oxford
University Press
**http://www.psychol.ucl.ac.uk/jamie.ward/
synaesthesia.html
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VIDEOS OF ANGEL ORENSANZ
Jessica Glass
Introduction
Angel Orensanz is known world-wide for his
sculptural and installation art works, but as
with any artist who seeks to push the boundaries of his creative process, he continues to
explore other modes of artistic expression
and representation.
Recently utilizing the medium of video as a
way to document and present his 3-D work,
he also recognizes it as a tool to re-present
the work and enhance its interpretation. Unlike still images or real life, video can re-tool
space by adding the dimension of time, by
means of the moving camera shot and the editing process. Orensanz often travels beyond
documentation and achieves an entirely new
work, to be experienced on its own terms.
While the titles of Orensanz’ videos - Steppes
of Man, Craters of Mars, In NASA’s Lab,
Spheroid Memories, Odysseus - locate them
physically or refer to a primary element
featured in the work, there are always several
other layers of meaning to contemplate. This
often grows from his frequent use of literary
excerpts and/or pointed musical selections
instead of a complicated cinematic language.
So even in the most abstract moments the
videos never stray completely from featuring
the sculptural work; instead they provide a
base onto which Orensanz can add the complementary elements that expand interpretive
possibilities for the viewer.
This group of videos represents a wide range
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of approaches, concepts, visuals and emotions. Taken as a whole, one can begin to discover even more complexity in Angel Orensanz’ oeuvre. Seen in thematic groups, one
can witness the stretch of the artist’s mind
that is at once bursting with creative energy,
yet focused on exploring specific ideas. The
series featuring various incarnations of the
installation entitled “In NASA’s Lab”: Steppes
of Mars, Craters of Man, and In NASA’s Lab
present environments which are used as
springboards to suggest different ways of
looking at space and place. In this series we
are contemplating the ethereal: notions of
outer space and existential space. The videos Spheroid Memories and Odysseus both
feature a giant transparent plastic orb, which
Orensanz propels through space to various
iconic locales. These videos present an artist
interacting with his own work iu a very direct way and offering it up to the community
around him to witness, meditate on or enjoy.
The warm soul of the artist is revealed as he
paints the orb at Ground Zero for a solemn
crowd, or as he joyfully rolls the orb through
park fountains with a group of children.
In NASA’s Lab
video, sound/color, 18 minutes, 2004
Concept/Direction Angel Orensanz
Producer.......................... Al Orensanz
Camera............................ King Malopo
Production Manager...... Maria Neri
Non Creative Consultant Klara Palotai
Editor Zoi Florosz
Stage Design Angel Orensanz
Text Quotes from Jean Paul Sartre, “No Exit”
(Paris, 1944).
Music quotes from Trio Medieaval; Suhjazz
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(Gerald Wiggins); Elliott Carter; Sacred
Music of the 17th and 18th centuries Russia
by the Estonian National Chamber Choir.

like Star Wars and others of that period, to
denote a video trans-mission onto the spaceship from another galaxy.

In NASA’s Lab is a poetic documentation of
Angel Orensauz’s 2004 installation of the
same name at the Angel Orensanz Foundation Center in NYC. It features some of the
same sculptural elements as Steppes of Mars
and Craters of Mars, but this work is somehow less abstruse, as it is first and foremost
recognizable as an art installation within a
space. In In NASA’s Lab, however, the complexity of the installation is picked apart,
magnified and reformulated through the integration of moving camera shots, close ups,
a variety of disparate musical selections, and
most of all, through the use of intorcut text
cards that invite more layers of interpretation
to the work.

The soundtrack starts with a women’s a cappella Medieval-era madrigal, setting a reverent mood, full of mystery. There are lights:
candles, blue fluorescent tubes, a jumble of
tiny bright points making an exploding star.
The music shifts to cool jazz as we see an
explosion of colors, projections and shapes.
Orensanz appears briefly, making a surprising gesture at the camera as if he’s casting
a spell. Then he strikes a still pose and becomes part of the installation. The music
shifts again, to a modern classical piece and
the camera goes wide to show the glorious
interior, the former 19h Century synagogue
that is now The Oreosanz Foundation Center.
The camera pans the smoking debris, and the
music is appropriately disjointed. Then with
a change back to cool jazz, the artist makes
some adjustments to part of the installation,
interacting with his dynamic sculptures in a
brilliant space.

In this piece the camera explores aspects of
the sculptural forms within the space, disconnecting them from the mothership - the
installation as a whole - and abstracts them
to create individual elements: tubes of blue
light, candles burning, a riot of shapes, colors
and reflections. The swags of fabric painted
with characters in bold black and strokes of
color, draped from the rafters and hung vertically, of their own as the camera isolates the
lines that cross and swoop. Each shot is its
own composition. The space these elements
occupy, bathed in a blue light, ceases to be a
room with wails and a ceiling and becomes a
cosmos. We are exploring a beautiful galaxy
littered with planets, pieces of exploded rockets, asteroids, and meteors with pretty tails
sweeping through outer space. In this context, Orensanz’ inventive use of video projection on surfaces within the installation evokes
the holographic images often used in films

In his quest to explore the possibility for
deeper meanings, Orensanz again uses text
interspersed with video clips to suggest connections between the footage of the installation and the hterary excerpts. This time they
are from No Exit by Jean-Paul Sartre. Written
in 1944 as a response to WV/II and its aftermath for the French people, the play concerns three characters who have apparently
sinned in some way and are condemned to
hell. Eventually they discover what hell really
is. No Exit addresses among other things the
existentialist notions of freedom from restrictions and from the stifling power of society’s
judgmental gaze, choice in defining oneself
and one’s own future, taking responsibility for
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one’s own actions.
The text makes reference to psychic pitfalls
and booby traps in relationships between the
characters; the video creates a visual metaphor for these pitfalls and booby traps in the
chaotic and beautiful danger of the installation. And by bringing in this text, Orensanz
creates a parallel universe to the celestial bodies, spaceships, and other deep space debris
referenced by the title, In NASA’s Lab: this
universe is the intricate and perplexing world
of the psyche
The hell in No Exit is a closed circle, an
image of excruciating infinity. In that place
there is no privacy, even unspoken thoughts
are laid bare. “Anything, anything would be
better than this agony of the mind...” says
Garcin. No Exit alludes to the existential condition of operating within the restricting confines of a space imposed by others, or not; in
the play this space is inside the mind, in the
video it is a physical area confining objects
within it, which can be seen as a metaphor for
both outer space and the inner psyche.
In NASA’s Lab ends with a text card that
includes the inimitable line, “There’s no need
for red-hot pokers. HELL IS - OTHER PEOPLE!!”
In deep space everything tends towards entropy. In No Exit hell is being confined
to an inescapable room with people you
detest, for eternity. In NASA’s Lab: Ancient
Splendors is a portrait of an installation breaking free from the confines of space and time
through the magic of video.
By applying excerpts from No Exit and its
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overall indictment of the falseness of the
bourgeois social order, Orensanz proclaims
his dedication to the creative process, to making art that defies conventions. He seizes the
freedom to use unusual materi-als in striking
combinations and to constantly modify the
work; it is always in process and never static.
And by embracing complexity he dares to
push the boundaries of interpretation.

The Steppes of Mars
video, 25 minutes, sound/color, 2004
Concept/Direction Angel Orensanz
Producer.......................... Al Orensanz
Camera............................ King Malopo
Production Manager...... Maria Neri
Non Creative Consultant Klara Palotai
Editor ............................... Zoi Florosz
Literary quotes: Eugene lonesco, “The
Chairs” (Paris, 1952).
Music quotes: Original score by Ikue Mon
The Steppes of Mars is one in a series of videos by Angel Orensanz that sends
poetry into the realm of the moving image,
with an outdoor site-specific installation as a
base. Interspersing video footage with excerpts on text cards from Eugene lonesco’s
play, The Chairs, the viewer is confronted
with an urbanTerrestrial landscape in winter in process of being transformed into an
“artist’s rendition” of Mars. In the interplay
between the soundtrack, the text from The
Chairs, and Orensanz’ dynamic sculptural
work on a snowy terrain, the work poses
questions about the dialogue between the
play’s characters, and its relationship to the
various elements of the video.
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The on-screen text excerpts from The Chairs
are dialogues between two char-acters: Old
Man and Old Woman. In the play they are attempting to convey their life experience to humanity by inviting guests to a gathering and
delivering their message to the world. Adding
more and more chairs they are convinced
that the crowd is assembled yet all of the
chairs are vacant. Perhaps lonesco’s themes
of memory, nostalgia and regret, imagination and its constructs, and the isolation of
the individual in the universe seen through
his morbid humor, reference the desolate yet
colorful landscape that the video explores.
The play refers in part to a singular element
of this version of a Martian landscape, a
prickly object made largely of folding chairs
piled every which way. In context however,
with smoke emanating from within, it suggests the wreckage of a deep-space surface
rover crashed and left to smolder. The play’s
characters refer to an island, a garden, Paris...
places that may exist only in their falling
minds. At the end of The Chairs, the old people convince themselves that they can die in
peace, even after their chosen spokesperson,
The Orator, turns out to be deaf and mute.
Disbelief is suspended as instead of a snowy
asphalt yard in an urban setting, one can begin to envision a surreal Martian landscape,
its craggy bright surface colored with yellow, black and red spatters. Wafting smoke
adds to the mystery of the environment, as
do ghostly glimpses of legs crossing in front
of a dark mirror. The avant-garde electronic
music soundtrack is used very effectively
to complement what happens visually. The
tempo and effects in the music help to propel
the video footage forward and create shifts in
mood. Starting with a spare percussive se-
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quence that drives the camera to start exploring the alien environment, other sequences
are composed of frenetic changes and parts
that are oscillated and played backwards,
echoing the ordered chaos of the visuals.
Orensanz’ appreciation of the surreal is
exemplified early on by his choice of The
Chairs as a textual element, along with his
use of the camera as a probe into other dimensions of the installation. He exploits the
video camera’s ability to abstract various
parts of his outdoor installation through
close-ups, odd angles and moving shots.
On one occasion we see Orensanz from a
high oblique angle interacting with the everchanging installation by brandishing tubes
of blue light overhead, as if he’s an air-traffic
controller bringing in a spaceship for landing.
The result of seeing the installation through
this camera’s eye is an experience entirely
different than looking at the terrain in reallife, or watching a straight video documentation of the environment.
We see a landscape strewn with various
objects: a large egg-like orb and strings of
light wound through a pile of tightly packed
chairs, a giant translucent plastic orb, red
flags on a line, shards of mirrored glass,
black scrim fluttering in the wind, mounds of
colored snow This is what “artist’s rendition”
of the steppes of Mars looks tike. The sense
of disorientation and the absurd in the play’s
text is mirrored by the abstracted close-ups
of these visual elements. Various shots of red
flags on a line cut up the frame into disjointed
compositions, echoed y the accompanying
music; when they flutter in the wind the music turns ethereal in mood. The snow looks
more and more like a mountain range battered by multi-colored acid rain, seen from a
birds-eye view.
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For a moment there is nothing but a reddishhued landscape.
Then suddenly one can see feet walking;
there is evidence of human existence on this
strange planet. The process of landscape
transformation is revealed. The owner of the
feet spatters yellow paint on the terrain from
a watering can, then red. Orensana is modifying the terrain with paint using a process
that broadcasts with controlled abandon. The
music switches to gamelan-like rhythmic passages, and the artist points a finger at something off screen.
Orensana waves his coat jubilantly in the air:
Is he signaling his location to a supply ship
from deep space?
The Craters of Mars
video, 25 minutes, sound/color
Concept/Direction Angel Orensanz
Producer.......................... Al Orensanz
Camera............................ King Malopo
Production Manager...... Maria Neri
Non Creative Consultant Klara Palotai
Editor ............................... Zoi Florosz
Literary quotes: Samuel Beekett “Waiting for
Godot” (Paris, 1948).
Sound: direct wind, street and traffic background.
The Craters of Mars explores the texture
and color of melting snow and ice on asphalt;
remnants of colored paint stain the surface.
Already compelling in this rough unedited
form, to watch the footage is an opportunity
to witness Orensanz’s production process.
With a variety of camera moves at different
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speeds, the camera zooms into or out from a
detail, goes in for extreme clasps, and often
tracks close to the ground to abstract the
landscape, as it did in The Steppes of Mars.
Again an ordinary urban terrain is sent into
the realm of the extra-Terrestrial.
The audio is street sound, the noise of traffic,
ambient sound effects like footsteps crunching in the snow.We see a giant vertical object
in a craggy mountain - is it the monolith from
2001? The camera polls back to reveal a tiny
fragment of a mirror stuck in a mound of
snow.

Throughout the footage there are multiple
chances to experience this sort of trompe
l’oeil as the camera makes fun of perception and reality by playing with scale. The
title of the work and the way the landscape
is depicted belie the reality of the New York
City street scene where it takes place. The
video’s signature move, a low tracking shot,
is a signal and a question: are we looking at
snow going by quickly from a position close
to the ground or are we in a deep space
probe coming in for a landing on a Martian
runway? Clearly Orensanz favors this type of
tracking shot, creating motion, disorientation
and suspense, much as Tarkovsky often does
or the Coen Brothers do in films like Fargo.
Within a chilly bleak environment the moving camera shooting at a relatively unusual
level instantly alters our perception of the
scenario and sets a mood that is ominous, yet
searching.
In a series of stills, each mound of snow looks
like an island in a dark sea, or a Rorschach
test. Red paint stains the snow, mirrored glass
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fragments dot the landscape. The reflection of
bare trees on wet asphalt is beautiful.
They’re like the quiet, poetic, elegant yet forlorn sequences of Bergman films in winter.
Thrust hack to reality there is suddenly a
city grate in the yard, with sounds of water to
remind us of the Terrestrial urban landscape
we are forced to inhabit. Then an extreme
clasp of melting snow pulls back to reveal a
face on Mars. The filmmak-ers make use of
the digital artifacts that can be achieved from
zooming in fast to a clasp, suggesting grainy
images on the verge of breaking up that are
sent back to Earth from deep space.
In his Mars video series, Orensanz’s sensibility recalls the surreal splendor of an alien
landscape in films like Antonioni’s Zabriskie
Point. Whether it’s a desert or a snowy yard,
in these works the landscape itself becomes
a primary element, a main character. Further, the surreal imagery adds to the sense
of alienation and connectedness at the same
time between the strange landscapes and the
other elements of these pieces, whether they
are characters in a narrative, or an artist and
his sculptures. On the planet Mars evidence
of life comes into question. In Craters of Mars
human pres-ence is only suggested by static
man-made objects and fleeting glimpses of
people.
Conclusion
Fundamentally, the videos of Angel Orensanz
feature his sculptural objects and public performances with them in a variety of locales.
Yet the camera’s treatment of space and objects within a space in these videos radically
changes the way we experience the sculpture,
and the other components of the videos - mu-
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sic, text, dig-ital effects - compels the viewer
to straddle the world of an artist and his
installations, and the realm of the psyche.
Orensanz’ videos draw upon many visual, literary and historical references, from classical
mythology to post-warclassics. However these
references are not pretentious mentions;
instead he makes use of them in non-literal
ways to complement and enrich the treatment
of his own installation and performance art.
They may take the form of a title, a text
excerpt, or they may manifest in an overall
worldview. It is clear why Angel Orensanz regards Luis Bunuel as an impor-tant influence
on his art. These artists share a sensibility
to perceive the surreal in daily life and ordinary objects, seeing the world through a lens
of pathos tempered by humor and whimsy.
They have a tendency to juxtapose incongruous elements, often asking more questions
than answering; but in doing so they achieve
results that are always fresh and compelling,
often exquisite, and sometimes disturbing.
And who can ignore the pungent air of irreverence which emanates from the films of
these Spanish masters?
Using the medium of the moving image,
Bufiuel and Orensanz comment on the ills of
bourgeois society and world politics, subtly
demonstrating their convictions by means of
allusion, allegory, reference and visual metaphor. In Odysseus Orensanz rolls his sphere
up steep steps like Sisyphus; in Un  Chien
Andalou ants appear in the male protagonist’s
palm... the French phrase for “ants in the
palms” means that a man is “itching” to kill.
Both artists like to play with time by jumping
around in chronology, inserting dream - or
dream-like sequences, and summoning “the
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unconscious?’ Bufiuel once indicated that he
viewed all human consciousness on the same
level- whether dreams, madness or “normal”
waking states. In his video work, Orensanz’
aesthetic is also decidedly evocative rather
than linear, obliging the viewer to reject any
urges to seek a strict narrative structure.
Framed by suggestive titles like In NASA’s
Lab or Odysseus, there are many sequences
that evoke the Surrealist pseudo-narratives
in early Bufiuel films. But even in his videos
that involve a real journey through space and
time, Orensanz inserts elements that disrupt
the expected flow.
Above all in the oeuvres of both Luis Bufiuel
and Angel Orensana we can revel in the es-
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sence of perception and imagination. To
quote Buñuel, “Fortunately, some-where
between chance and mystery lies imagination, the only thing that protects our freedom,
despite the fact that people keep trying to
reduce it or kill it altogether?’
Jessica Glass studied film and video at Wesleyan University and produces video at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Her own art
videos, activist videos and documentaries
have been screened at film festivals in Europe, at numerous American galleries such
as Art in General and Exit Art and on Free
Speech TV, a national satellite distribution
channel.
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Henry on Harry
M. Henry Jones.  
I  remember the first time I entered the
the soaring yet intimate interior of the
Angel Orensanz Foundation years ago
period. The inspiring prospect of illuminating this place, filling it with sound
surrounded by the sculptural symphony
of Angel Oransanz’s installation was
a magical chance to perform another
incarnation of the Harry Smith Light and
Sound Explosion.  Since Harry’s life’s
work always merged the sacred and the
profane the very special ambience of this
performance space  beckoned us  to create this phantasmagoria.
     The first time I saw negatives of Harry Smith’s film frames I couldn’t believe
my eyes. Harry had been dead already
two years. I was looking at a negative of
the image that I had pursued Harry relentlessly about. I had first seen it in the
seminal book, Experimental Animation,
by Cecil Starr and Robert Russett. There
were not a lot of sources for avant-garde
animation in the 1970s and this amazing
book had become my Bible. My absolute
favorite image in the book was the Tibetan Griffin containing a 16mm aspect
ratio movie screen in its belly.  There
was also a  rapturous image of a flower
ring.
     The caption identified these images
as slides of artwork to be projected
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around his “Heaven and Earth” feature.
I asked Harry over and over again about
these images and he always said they
were lost or had been thrown out. It
was usually impossible to pin
Harry down on anything
because he would always
get off on a million tangents.
Somehow in his magical way
he would find a way of tying it
all together and  finally address
my queries. When he would respond as to how these film frames
would be used in the projection
show he described a somewhat different picture each time. . . . . leaving
me to ponder the connections.
       It was Rani Singh, the director of
the Harry Smith Archives, who had
found these 2 long-lost  black and white
film frames. One was the Tibetan Griffin and the other was an altogether new
image I had never seen before. She had
also brought  a number of 4” x 5” color
transparencies which  I recognized immediately as Harry’s beautifully colored
ink drawings I had photographed under
Harry’s direction with my  Linhoff view
camera at the Chelsea Hotel. Harry’s
intention was to project these around his
multi-projector showing of Mahagony
at the Anthology Film Archives but this
border of projected transparencies never
made it into his legendary production
there.   
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           I asked Rani to look for any more of the black and white negatives like the ones
in the book. She  returned a few days later with a stash of 17 images--the very ones
Harry had  always told me were lost, stolen or strayed. I was stunned to see so many.
Upon closer inspection I discovered that the negatives had been photographed with
such precision they could create “seamless dissolves” if projected in registration.
       My excitement was way over-the-top because I knew that Harry had himself projected these images  creating his “animating border” in an underground cinema down
by the Brooklyn Bridge back in the 1960’s. Finding the many new images made it possible to authentically re-create an essential aspect of Harry’s  multi-projector screening.  It provided the impetus and  inspiration to assemble the vintage equipment and
begin the work and experimentation required to put on the Harry Smith Light and
Sound Explosion.
     All of this began when I spent a lot of time with Harry in the 1970s in Room 714 at
the Chelsea Hotel or at the Breslin on Broadway. Harry would always say to me that
anytime you need to do a project you should begin by setting up a card table. He had
many card tables in his room at the Chelsea and was forever setting up new ones.
When I first met him after I’d been over there a few times Harry said that the walls in
the room were empty and that we should make some artwork to fix up the place. We
went out and bought cardboard and glue and Harry would later turn them into collages. He used a lot of dyes and inks and added assorted elements of  string and  glitter
and other stuff that we found on the street.
      It was wonderful  to have Harry show me how to do what I thought was just a  
mundane exercise of  cutting  through cardboard with an x-acto knife. His whole approach to work and materials was eye-opening. He would glance  at the board I was
working on and knew exactly how many passes I had to make in order to cut through
it so that none of the layers would separate or tear. He named the different thickness
boards with numbers: “this board is an 11 or this board is a 9 or that board would be
a 5.” In  a simple activity like cutting cardboard Harry applied the same incredible
patience and exactitude  that made it possible for him to create his animated masterpieces.  
      It was really ironic  to be shown  about how to work with paper, string, glue, sand,
and dye when I was actually there with the the master of animation--especially  when
I was studying film, photography and animation at the School of Visual Arts. I knew
there was something unique about what I was learning with Harry that I wasn’t get-
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ting at school. Classes were engaged in the technical aspects of lighting, film and
cameras and  the animation  approach was  bound to the conventional technique-twelve field animation paper with the punched  holes for registration. I didn’t realize
at the time that Harry’s uncanny ability to mix street-found debris with colored sand
and traditional art materials was something I would never get from anybody else.  And
something that would stay with me the rest of my life.
      Amidst all the making of decorations for the room at the Chelsea I was always  
stayed totally fixated on the film frames that were meant to be projected around his
movies.  Harry’s varied descriptions of how the film frames could be used  all related
to his fundamental idea about the experience of seeing a movie:  “you always feel like
your sitting in the middle of a shoebox looking at one end.”    
      This simple but profound observation led Harry to a unique innovation:  the peripheral film frames  he incorporated into his show stemmed directly from  his intent
to break down the edge of the movie  and extend it outward.
   
        These film frames create an ”animating surround” causing .the movements of the
eye to  wander around all the projected imagery  while still taking in the central image
of the movie. This way of screening allows for  unconscious selection to take over the
viewing. The border images themselves are quintessential because they visually recycled Harry’s eclectic Native American, folk, Buddhist, Egyptian  and arcane hermetic
influences. . . . . and with this border  imagery  juxtaposed around the glowing dissolves and sublime super-impositions of form and color  the total effect has a distinctly
kinetic wit and a unique hypnotic dimension.
     In 1966 Smith described the corresponding  physiological  dimension:  “all these
works have been organized in specific patterns derived from the interlocking beats
of the respiration, the heart and the EEG Alpha component and should be observed
together in order, or not at all, for they are valuable works, works that will live forever—they made me gray.”
      Harry also pointed out that some people were really attentive and could stare into
the middle of the screen without moving their eyes at all and this would have a different affect that was also good: the more  the eye movement is focused  the more
over-saturated the retina becomes with after-images that could  induce  hallucinatory
effects. He always said that at the end of the movie if some people in the audience are
asleep it is OK because that means most people in the audience are half-asleep and
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therefore you’ve affected most of the people the way you wanted to.
      Harry  was  fascinated with  after-image effects  because he saw them as  movies
unto themselves. This led us into some way-out experimentation.  He had us staring
into light bulbs through different netting and screens. Sometimes we held different
objects in front of a 500 watt reflector light switching the light on and off as we slowly
moved our eyes around in circles.  The patterns  we saw were “animating in color” by
the action of the retina.  
     These were the  experiences I had in mind when I began conceptually to put together the Harry Smith Re-Creation.  With the intent to mimic the “after-image effects” I
built a device known as an “interruptor” that joins two magic lantern projectors with
offset spinning discs  holding  colored gels.  The on and off action of this projection
creates a reverse field color effect that makes the eyes see one image one color and an
instant later it’s reverse image a different color.  With this action an additional perception of depth is often present.     
    Outdoors at the Forum in Rome or indoors at the Walker Art Center the performances always evolved.  The more shows I put on the equipment became more varied
and optically honed. In preparing for a performance of the show at the  Rotterdeam
Film Festival we started to  get the color mixing on the screen really happening. When
the projector lamps with color gels were dimmed and brightened with slides of various densities ethereal color sensations occurred. Using the 17 original black and white  
negatives I created more than 60 positive and negative magic lantern glass plate images of varying densities.
      The artistic collaborations and technical experimentation in the various incarnations of the Re-Creation show all derive directly from Harry Smith. Woven through  
his emanations was always an emphasis on experimentation and spontaneity. His emphasis on the new was  the flip side of Harry as a preserver of disappearing cultures
around the world and the  a vanishing repertory of American roots music. He always
wanted his films shown with all kinds of music. When Be-bop was pushing the boundaries of jazz Harry was there at the Five Spot absorbing Charlie Parker. Yet he never
hesitated years later from  stripping the original Be-bop sound track for Early Abstractions  that  he had animated to note for note and replacing  it with the Beatles. Harry
always wanted to illustrate music with light and color.  In this spirit the  Harry Smith
Light and Sound Explosion has always experimented with a variety of   musical accompaniment.
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      The Harry Smith Re-Creation has always been an improvisation.. . . . .
     Breaking down the edge of the movie into the the surround of  his mysterious &
cosmic border imagery. . . . . .viewing it all outside the confinement of the “shoebox”.
. . . . surrounding Harry’s border with  Angel’s undulating mylar elements that extend
Harry’s transcendental effects into the interior of a cathedral-like space. . . . . Harry’s
bedrock trailblazing esthetic for a whole generation of avant-garde innovations. . . . .
the integration of the long lost artwork that Harry treasured with the technically challenging old-school glass plates. . . . .  creating both new and vintage effectsthat Harry
expressly envisioned for his screenings.the  intage effects that Harry clearly envisioned for his screenings.
     Harry Smith’s film masterpieces are for the ages. . . . yet they should never be
considered as only  museum pieces. . . . .frozen in time . . . . . to be viewed with a static
&  ersatz reverence deprived of the ambient celebratory happenings that Harry would
have appreciated to high heaven!   
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Dear Harry
©Lionel Ziprin 2006 All rights reserved
Dear Harry
How you doing pal? Its summer here. Theories of global warming are in vindication. Yesterday
had a joint visit from a David Katz Nelson (Frisco) and partner Roger Bennet (Manhattan).  They
seem interested in producing at least two of my grandfathers vinyl albums you recorded in the
bedroom he kept at the Home of the Sages of Israel in the early 50s, (as founder of the Home
when it stood on East Broadway) under his full name of Rabbi Naftali Zui Margolies Abulafia
(the Abulafia of which he used increasingly during the last ten years of his life. )He also  brought
out simultaneously the definitive Hebrew edition of the Sefer Raziel, the book of the angel Raziel,
under his Abulafia name,/ As you may recall. R.J. Reynolds II , of the Reynolds tobacco family
spent some $50 thousand dollars attempting to get it translated on my behalf. (I was to own the
copyright of the rough draft & I still do). But Mr. Reynolds left us before the last sections were
completed and I hear rumors over the years of its imminent publication, but it never happens.  It
is a long story why.  
Anyway, maybe Mr. D. Katz-Nelson and Mr. Roger Bennet will bring out the original albums in
CD.  The original 15 albums he had produced cost my grandfather a bit more than what it cost to
bring out his Raziel translation.  My grandfather spent 35,000 dollars for Raziel , and just as nearly all of the 15,000 vinlyl albums were destroyed, so most of the 10,000  copy Hebrew editions of
the Book of the Angel Raziel (which was first published in Amsterdam, 1701) have all but disappeared to this day.  Their destruction was a complex and depressing issue and I havent now the
strength to detail their near total demanifestation here on your behalf,  Mr. Smith.  Today is Sept.
7, 06 and I just got back from  Bellevue hospital.  The new respiratory doctor provides me with
an advance resuscitation form for me to sign within two months, advisedly,-so that if I am near
death, due to my lung condition, or  if I cannot decide (because of the state that I might be in)
whether I want to die to ease the pain or choose to be kept alive on medications while continuing
to suffer the pain, but continue to live!  I told the doctor that under Jewish law, Im not allowed to
commit suicide even under extreme torture, though exceptions might have to be faced.  Also in
having someone sign a medical proxy so a third person could be granted legal right to keep me
alive or otherwise, if I were cognitively unable to sanely render such a decision for myself.  Id
hate to pick myself or a third person and put his/her soul in judgment as a legal mercy killer, if
in so deciding, he/she chose the risk of committing me to death; and especially, if they were my
own children, or a family relative whose motivations for that position were not clear to me, as
they’d become if I drifted into non-lucid regions.   
So since the angel of death studied with Moses, as also with David, and to them taught to keep
the children of Israel going alive, I figured that as I saw this angel passing right by me at the
front door of Bellvue Hospital, this mitigated any deteriorating emissions that might have been
emitted  along with the health proxy issue  and what Dr. Hung, the lung doctor, said to me.  
So I got in the car sent by Delancey and Co. car service with a Mr. He on board for the ride and
into the apartment we came after a few other related pots around were scoured four thousand or
so years ago in canonistic territory chatting with a couple of rabbis who fell in on the discussion.  
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I spoke with the angel of death as if it were my neighbor.  It was so stately and odd in such grays
and blacks as it went by me and about over six feet tall; there is no wonder in my mind I can still
see it.  Nothing too scarey- at least in a crowd.  By the way, did you ever meet Phillip Smith?  He’s
been the foremost Harry Smith unearther on the scene these years.  I got a steel engraving he
sent me of your grandfather, possibly the one who headed that Masonic lodge up north.  Philip is  
also a rare book man.  He sent Rosebud here, to my home, a few weeks ago (she has your ashes
and loves you she does,  and she told me she now lives in a house in back of the same house you
lived in on E. 74th St., where this Hungarian was your landlord, and from which all your possessions and art work demanifested after the Wizard of Oz production collapsed, the same month
that I was working on the Wizard of Oz comic book for Dell publishers, which would have sold
millions if the printing presses didnt explode and if Leonard Cole the editor hadn’t demanifested
and got replaced by a new editor called Crowley who visited our home on east 7th street and
threw a rock the entire length of the apartment following, which I quit the comic book trade.   
Id like to continue this letter but Clayton Patterson who photographed your room at the Chelsea
hotel after you could no longer resist being taken to the hospital and handed me about 40 small
colored shots of your abstentia there (which in turn were stolen from me-unless I hid them)-yes,
yes Clayton Patterson wants this document I am generating as a letter to Harry PRONTO , as
he needs for his catalog for an exhibit of your work in a week or two-- yes, yes, Clayton is getting
impatient, so I have to put an end to this letter for his sake, but may conceivably continue it as
a literary exercise in gossip.  For the nonce however you should know Rosebud still loves you,
has your ashes and communicates from time to time with medievalist Phillip Smith who for years
now has made your person his favorite study.  He’s come up with some steel engravings of your
grandfather of the Masonic Lodge.
As I guess you know my ex-wife Joanne died having left me and abducting the kids for the Liberating Liberties of Berkeley.  I divorced her in civil and religious rites.  Before long I heard she
became quite rich.  I suspect she was dismissed from her post when she left without notice on
the night of my birthday 1968.
I saw her once again in a cafe called ARIEL in the presence of the kids.
It was Stewart Reed, the gifted planetary spirit who chauffeured the game.
It took nine or so months to reach the pacific.  Her Berkeley Hills house burned down along with
everything in it.  She left no trace.  Jordan Belson is still operating.  George Andrews is a prisoner, I take it, in southern France.  Debbie Freeman is still quietly shattering worlds.  Peter Fleischmann White Rabbit is hibernating in Los Angeles alongside his ninety three year old mother.
I flew my mother, Mrs.Sheba Ziprins remains to Safad in 1986.  (The Zionists have changed it to
an Anglicized spelling  Tzfad, in case you lose your bearing in the vicinity).
Madonna has become Americas foremost Cabbalistic devotee!  
I am still working its fifty years now on my grandfathers liturgical recordings.  I am not alone in
suspecting that you recording the songs of my grandfather, Rabbi Naftali Zvi Margolies Abulafia,
will rank as your most important contribution to musicology.  This being so let me inform you
that I made serious efforts to prevent your beig cremated, but I failed. I also failed to have your
Tree of Life from Bennys sold through Rani Singh, still at the Getty fortress, just as I failed to
recover the missing twenty or so sculptures I housed at Anthology Cinema under Jonas Mekas,
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while pieces by scotsman John Latham were sent to me at the family basement at 7th Street, after
a comprehensive showing at the Guggenheim  Museum at 89th Street and 5th Avenue, at the
same corner where the major shrink Dr. Gross still maintains residence and offices.  He has been
visiting China in recent years.  The other night he asked if I would allow him to bring me (I can
hardly walk) to the synagogue show of your works Clayton Patterson is arranging
Paola Igliori, who did that American Magus book on you and also a film on you in which I make
comments  I rarely see.
I hear Rani Singh challenged her right to make that film  and so Paola shows it only outside the
USA.  Anti-Semitism of course as you must see is now stronger across the globe  now  a hundred
times then it was in the Hitler era a mere sixty years ago.  You did your share to combat it, I guess,
by shooting Mahagony at the Chelsea.  I occasionally see photographs of Gregory Corso, but not
much more.  
I guess you were advised of the Hizabolla Lebanese missile bombardment of the three holy kabalistic towns recently  Safad, where my family has lived for hundreds of years.  Tabia and Peikin
where Rab Shimom Bar Yochai and his son buried to their necks lived in a cave for thirteen or so
years to escape their Roman predators  in those good old days preceding Auschwitz.  The missile
bombardment drove the entire population of Safad into the streets of Jerusalem, men, women,
children and babies.  Respectfully Lionel Ziprin
    P.S. Did you get wind of the elimination of Pluto from the planetary classification?  It was discovered in 1930 as you must recall but in recent times scientific pressure won out convincing the
world body of astronomers that Pluto lacks the precise attributes, specifications, and physical measurements to justify being called a planet.  You think it was a planet once, aged, and lost its prime
distinguishing corporeal bearings?
Harry Smith and Linda Twigg ©Clayton Patterson
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THINKING OF  HARRY……..
By © Dr. Joe Gross, NYC 2006
    …a  stoned, drunken, , hunched-over  
demonically creative gnome, raw spirit,  an
intense beacon of truth, blinding in his rages,
yet capable of unexpected, touching moments
of ultra-cool charm , his head emblazoned
with streaky wild Einsteinian hair, wielding a
sly, cutting W.C.Fieldsish sarcastic wit.. I first
met  Harry in the original Cedar Bar in the
old Greenwich Village, the only place to hang
out for the pioneering artists  of the 50’s. He
was drinking, as usual then, but clear-minded
and clear-visioned with an ageless shamanic
spell-binding aura that electrified one’s brain.  
We hit it off, immediately, and then adventured and bantered on and off for the next
40 years, thru the psychedelic bedlam of
the 60’s, thru his spiritual coronation in the
Bishopric (how he loved that word!) of the
mystical O.T.O., to his special record industry
“Grammy” award  at a packed-house ceremony at Radio City Music Hall, honoring his pioneering collection of  backwoods American
Folk music, at which he was so truly touched,
(after some last minute tantrums over his illfitting tuxedo), and thus inspired to proclaim
“I am so thankful and happy that my life’s
dream has come thru…to see the culture of
America changed thru the power of music!”
His pursuit of the magical, transformative power of music and symbol, to “liberate”
the mind was incessant: to “liberate” us from
our degenerate modern phony culture, to return to the so-called primitive, to the authentic, unspoiled, original , God-endowed human
spirit.
  
Harry was the living manifestation
of the divine energiies of creation in mortal
struggle with destructive forces, a tug-of-war
often sneakily unbalanced when  Demon Rum
would souse the grip of the Creator/Protec-
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tor. At times virtually homeless, liviing in a
succession of Bowery flea-bag hotels, but
forever energized by the vision of his masterpieces to come, eeking a  hand to mouth
existence, fiercely uncompromising—the all
too common lot of creative genuises, difficult,
even impossible to deal with. As put by Stanley Amos, another esteeemed Chealsea Hotel
indigen. Harry was sure to bite the hand that
tried to feed him. He was forever committed
to raw truth, a kind of self-igniting ill-illuminatus, who if not partaking the spirit of the AntiChrist (an occasional allegation--to which he
once replied with bitter scorn,“You’d better
not start that crap again!“), he might still qualify as a contender for an Ante-Christ, one of
God‘s earlier, slightly botched experiments in
archetypal truth.  Harry reveled in the magic
and mystery of the primitive, the First People,
living in  a state of pure, richly composted
consciousness, but tragically misunderstood
and demeaned by White Man, as crude and
filthy.  Rather it was  White Man who was the
crude and primitive piratical renegade in his
encounters with God’s First Folk. These natives, like Harry, were close to the Magic Of
Creation, the original source of life and consciousness in its self-created, self-perceived  
and infinite dimensions, and therefore especially and eternally sacred.
Harry was both the instigator and
victim of these  so-called “primitive“ energies. He paid dsidainful, neglectful attention
to worldly matters, scrounging for handouts,
camping in tatters on the doorsteps of esoteric millionaires, running up thousands of dollars in unpaid rent bills at the Chelsea Hotal,
until Mr. Bard, the owner,  perpetually cowed
and wearied by Harry’s threats and tantrums,
finally evicted him. Eviction and loss, by evil
landlords or strange, spontaneous fires: a
terribly recurring theme! Years earlier, (in
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the 50’s) his entire (to that date) collection of
paintings, drawings, films, manuscripts—everything!—“thrown out“ –(more likely stolen) by his hungarian landlord, a concentration camp survivor, because of months and
months of rent arrears piled up while Harry
lingered, blissfully unconcerned in New Mexico, either in jail or partying with the Native
Americans who hailed him as another drunken shaman brother and allowed him to record
their private Peyote Ceremonies.  Yes, Harry
had a funny karmic “thing“ for landlords,
including of course that Great-Landlord-in-the
Sky. One day, later in life, Harry announced  
after scratching some figures on a pad, “I just
figured out that God owes me $18, 324 dollars
and 60 cents!“  (or some such amount). I was
too dumbfounded and struck by a giggle fit
(this one-liner was delivered with his usual
semi-mock W.C.Fields nasal ntonation) to
inquire further, especially as Harry regarded
the “account closed“.
Yet great efforts were made by all
his devotees, to the extent possible, to keep
Harry healthy and in good spirits. This was
better done in Boulder, Colorado, where he
was cajoled to“retire“ to, installed as the resident shaman and seer at the tibetan Naropa
Instititute, alongside Allen Ginsberg and a
whole panoply of bop-mystics. I never exectly
know why he chose to come back to New
York, after a few years of healthy living, surviving there solely on Ensure vitamin drinks
because of the bleeding stomach ulcers that
finally did him in, in l991. Probably he just
hungered for the  call  of the wild Soul Jungle
of Manhattan and its exotic, luminous denizens.
If one might say, that God (in addition
to Love) manifests as synchronicity (since  all
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existence is clearly both spontaneously and
simultaneously  synchronized), and this phenomenon of phenomena can be directly and
easily experienced by anyone viewing Harry’s
“ Early Abstraction“ films, whose dancing images appear to synchronize in some uncanny
way with any sort of music, (but especially
Thelonius Monk’s) that you might play to accompany it.
  
Harry could be vehemently protective about the equipotentiality of all living
creation, saying, in effect, “an ant is much
a creation of God as we are-- who are we to
be so arrogant!“ (this however did not stop
him from squashing bugs with his fingers
when so moved.)  He lived often in pseudo
well-organized squalor, jammed among rows
and rows of book, record albums, papers,
drafting tables, cigarette and roach stubs,
beer bottles (until finally, in his early 60’s
he miraculouslygave up drnking) , dead pet
parakeets enshrined in ice in the freezer, and
Lucifer knows what else.                                    
                                                                         
Thus he lived, and died, close to the
earth and close to the people of the earth:
the arrogance of our rah-rah dumb blustering  enterpreneurial society was anathema to
him. He returned to spend what were his final
days (after a tragi-comic sojourn camping out
in my office with a passel of kittens) at the
legendary Chelsea Hotel, where he had previously lived for many years. Ah! The Bad Old
Chelsea, home to homeless geniuses, a kind
of gigantic, semi-mythical, multi-storey earthy
clod, enfolding a wondrous ecosystem of
amazing and exotic beings,  a riotous formication of spirits, laced with drugs and multiplex
fornicationings. The bright bedlam of the 60’s
was then just dawning, when I started to visit
with him there, all drugs and rock and roll ga-
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lore, when Harry was  delicately nursing his
enormous collection collection of Unkrainian
Easter Eggs, set to explode if jostled, just like
Harry’s temper. (he would inevitably, almost
ritualisticly smash his own eyeglasses in fits
of rage when frustrated).  The eggs were all
stolen later by one of the many junkie thieves
who infested the premises)
As not uncommon for magii such as
Harry, there  strangely exists all too little
„live‘ capture of his imago. Like those smarter
than us “primitives“,he simply couldn’t (and
wouldn’t) allow hiself to be “captured“) on
fim or tape, except very, very rarely. It’s really
amazing that any of his work endures, even a
signiifcant portion of his entire creative oeuvre, Think of the Socratic dialogs, unsaved
but for Plato, or LaoTse‘s Tao Te Ching,
forced out of him by the frontier guards at
pike-point,  before being allowed to depart for
the Western Lands, or of Nietzsche, descending to oblivion in flea-bag Italian hotels (but
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his spirit wafted to supernal heights on purple
waves of vino, as he danced the afternoons
away), his writings saved only by his sister‘s
devotion. Or Leonardo’s notebooks, Bach’s
works, almost all nearly fatally lost forever,
but for lucky rediscovery.                                                                                        
Harry’s works, especially his filmic
dirge to the apocalyptic collapse of the ruthless modern city, as enacted by the Chelseaites and others, in his epochal film, “Mahoganny“, set to the unforgettably haunting
music of the Kurt Weill/Lotte Lenya
Opera recording, will not, cannot ever be
forgotten or lost.
But yet how to preserve the Spirit,
the Presence, that was Harry himself?  Can
we discover new , or rediscover the ancient,
„original“ tools and techniques of invocation,
the ‘technology of the sacred“?
How can we possibly evpke and partake of
the divine inspiration of Harry?  
Any suggestions??

